THE UPDATE

The Fly-In is Almost
Here: July 11-13
The Arlington Fly-in is just over a
week away with events beginning
Thursday, July 11. The event has
something fun for the whole family to
enjoy with daily air shows, Fly-In
Theater, simulators and military parades. Aircraft range from radio controlled to warbirds and hot air balloons to home builts. Add in the crowd-thrilling Night Air Show
on Saturday and you will be entertained from sun up to well past sun down from the many activities available that showcase the spirit of aviation.

Warbird Aircraft
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Flying Heritage Collection’s P-47 will be on display Saturday of the Fly-In. The planes within
the Flying Heritage Collection were created at a
time when aeronautical discovery had evolved
to aviation mastery. Finely crafted by distinguished design bureaus with leading technologies of the 1930s and 1940s, the main emphasis
of the collection includes combat aircraft from
World War II. In 1998, Paul G. Allen began acquiring and preserving these iconic warriors and
workhorses, many of which are the last of their kind. Allen’s passion for aviation and history, and
his awareness of the increasing rarity of original WWII aircraft, motivated him to restore these
artifacts to the highest standard of authenticity and share them with the public.
Historic Flight Foundation’s P51 Impatient Virgin, along with their L4 and C45 will be showcased
throughout the event. Historic Flight at Kilo-7 offers a collection of the most important aircraft
produced between 1927 and 1957—all restored and airborne again. Historic Flight Foundation was
established in 2003 as “John T. Sessions Historic Aircraft Foundation” with the intention to collect,
restore, and share significant aircraft from the period between the solo Atlantic crossing of Charles
Lindbergh and the first test flight of the Boeing 707. Throughout the intervening years, Historic
Flight has acquired at least two aircraft annually and engaged the best restoration resources available to return the collection to original splendor.

Rare Lockheed Electra 12A to appear at Fly-In
Pat Donovan’s stunning Lockheed Electra 12a will be the center piece of the Red Barn Vintage area this year. Joining the Electra will
be a collection of vintage aircraft from the Vintage Aircraft Museum located in Concrete, WA. The VAM will once again be hosting a
display of vintage aircraft, artifacts and memorabilia of the golden age of aviation. Vintage aircraft from around the Northwest
region are invited to display their aircraft. A vintage aircraft fly-by is planned for Friday evening followed by a BBQ social in the Red
Barn

Military Encampment

Camp Adams, a component of the Fly-In, will host a large collection of former military vehicles, weapons
and equipment displays. Featured this year are two WWII tanks along with the infamous German 88 Flak
Gun. Both tanks and cannon will perform operational and firing demonstrations. Over 100 military vehicles are featured within the camp ranging in size from the famous WWII jeep to the huge HEMMT cargo
carrier. Camp Adams is a great venue for veterans to show family and friends the equipment used during
their service time. Those who play video war games will see the real weapons that have appeared on the
screen. Veterans will present educational lectures in the WWII military tent.

Want To Know If You Could Be A
NASCAR driver?
Find out by taking a turn behind the wheel of the Pepsi Max
NASCAR Simulator, which will be at the Fly-In. The NASCAR
simulator was a big hit at its 2009 debut appearance at the
Arlington Fly-In. Owned by Steve Katz of Katz Racing, the
simulator is an actual 2002 Matt Kennseth Visene car that
was raced at over 190 mph. It has a computer monitor simulation on the dash, with working steering, braking and accelerator pedals. The car reacts to the driver’s action, turn the
steering wheel to follow the track, step on the gas to accelerate or break to slow down. You will even
see smoke bellow from the tires. Not only will drivers be able to test their driving skills, but they will get
an inside look captured by the action cam. Monitors are set up outside for viewing, equipped with
screen on screen display for both the driver and spectator.

H2H
The Office of the Assistant Secretary of Defense for Reserve Affairs’ “Hero 2 Hired” program will be at
the Fly-In July 12-13 with their Mobile Job Store (MJS) operation. The “Hero 2 Hired” program, better
known as H2H, is a comprehensive, multi-faceted program which utilizes an electronic job and career
web platform, mobile applications and Facebook integration, and virtual and physical career fairs to
address the unique employment challenges facing members of the Guard and Reserve. The Mobile Job
Store allows Guard and Reserve attendees to search for available jobs through the H2H jobs website,
specifically designed to connect Guardsmen and Reservists with military-friendly civilian employers that
have made a stated commitment to hire veterans. The Mobile Job Store also provides service members
assistance with resume building and translating their military skills to civilian job qualifications.

Important Information To Pilots
Tower Operation Hours:
Thursday, July, 11 8:30am-6:30pm local time
Friday, July, 12 8:30am-6:30pm local time
Saturday, July, 13 8:30am-6:30pm local time
Air Show Times:
Thursday, July, 11 2pm-5pm local time
Friday, July, 12 2pm-5pm local time
Saturday, July, 13 2pm-5pm & 9pm-11pm local time
Frequencies:
Arlington ATIS 132.025
Arlington Tower Primary 127.2
Back-up 118.575
Arlington Approach (Fri & Sat.) 119.15
Arlington Ground Control 121.25
Arlington Unicom and CTAF 122.7
Arlington Parking advisory 124.3
Seattle TRACON 128.5
Arlington AWOS 135.625
Warbird Parking advisory 122.225
Light Flight Advisory 133.575

